
 
TIPS FOR WRITING AND PERFORMING RAP POETRY 
 
Writing Rap: 
 

1. As you write, say the poem too, imagining how what's on the page will sound as you rap it. 
2. Make sure the end of each written line falls on the 4th beat. 
3. Try three different ways of rapping the same line, choosing the most effective way 
4. Try for variety in your poem's rhythm by mixing in occasional lines with extra syllables. 
5. Consider how pauses between phrases and lines can increase the dramatic effect of your 

poem. 
 
Performing Rap: 
 

1. Figure out where in a line, or between lines, you're going to take your breath. 
2. If you're working with a hand mic (preferred for rap), consider how to enliven your 

performance with your free hand. 
3. Think of the center of the stage as your “home base,” and consider how moving away from, 

and back to, home base might increase the drama of your poem. 
4. Rap the same line using different tones of voice to arrive at the best possible vocalization. 
5. Consider the option of sharing your performance with another student, even two, who might 

assist you by echoing crucial words or phrases, or if it seems right, rapping the poem with you. 
  

 
VIDEOS OF RAP PERFORMANCES – Enjoy, as you learn your craft! 
 
–  From Lin-Manuel Miranda, star of Hamilton, at the White House, to Tom Hanks rapping. 
 
1. Lin-Manuel Miranda live at the White House. 
 
2. Talib Kweli, “Hell” 
 
3. Metchelle Bootsma: Rap poem on bullying. 
 
4. Lauryn Hill, “Motives and Thoughts” 
 
5. Brother Ali: Rap poem about double-life of teenagers  
 
6. Alicia Keys, “P.O.W.” 
 
7. Black Thought, “Untitled” 
 
8. Tom Hanks raps.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0aX8Jy1tME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0aX8Jy1tME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrjWcqWnk6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui_dKBYWClk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4TFZ98Q7mY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuWzA8CUahU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oElUUt4mxgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RG8SXaxp0Y
http://mashable.com/2016/10/24/inferno-ron-howard-tom-hanks-youtube-video-wong-fu-productions/#8S.dJbUWgkqj


– Two rap videos by high-school students featuring shared performances by students, teachers, 
administrators and secretaries. 
 
9. “Out Here Graphin'”  
 
10. “Teach Me How To Factor”-- high school production illustrating option of putting rap poetry on 
video:  
 

 
– Postscript: Don't miss performances by two poets of this project. 
 
11. Eric Axelman performs and speaks at a TEDx event in Rhode Island about hip hop, segregation, 
and cultural appropriation 
 
12. Oliver “SydeSho” Arias performs a quick a cappella for our cameras 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1OtKtfWiDA&index=6&list=PLFC5CD599B5B269B6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFSrINhfNsQ&index=1&list=PLFC5CD599B5B269B6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoWmlefWwD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoWmlefWwD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TW2aG9XJ3Ds

